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Focal Point Lights

ADJUSTABLE

ID+ 3.5"
SMALL,
POWERFUL,
FLEXIBLE

Designed to provide a cost-effective solution for
residential and commercial spaces, the ID+ 3.5"
Adjustable Accent features a low-profile housing, ideal
for shallow plenum spaces. As a companion to the
downlight and wall wash, it offers a host of lumen
outputs, beam spreads and trim finishes, making
it the ideal solution for virtually any architectural
application. It is the perfect complement to a family
of petite luminaires packed with big options!

3.5" Adjustable Accent

COMPANION 3.5" PRODUCTS
Right Light™ provides a broad range of
standard delivered lumen outputs that stay
consistent as technology upgrades occur.
In addition, tunable drivers allow for custom
wattage and lumen outputs to be specified
within the standard range

ChromaSure™ products utilize a consistent
phosphor mix resulting in a 2-step MacAdam
ellipse across the entire product portfolio.

Downlight

Wall Wash

PUNCH OF POWER
The superior optical design offers crisp light
distribution. Packed with power, the ID+ 3.5"
Adjustable Accent has a center beam
candlepower (CBCP) up to 12,360 candelas,
the highest in the industry for its petite size.
xx

SQUARE TRIM ALIGNMENT
15˚ SPOT
12,360 CANDELAS
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3.12" at full 35˚ tilt

ID+ 3.5"

SHALLOW HOUSING

2.6"

Designed for shallow plenum applications,
the housing provides ease of installation in
the most restricted spaces with a maximum
height of 3.12" at full tilt (35°).

ADJUSTABLE

FIELD CHANGEABLE OPTICS

TOOL-LESS ADJUSTABILITY

A twist & lock mechanism allows to easily change the beam spread optics post-installation; spot,
narrow flood, flood and linear spread are field changeable.

Allows for ease of installation and accommodates
design changes in the field.

362˚ ROTATION

Precise aiming and orientation
is achieved by a simple
rotation of the light module,
accommodating diverse and
changing field requirements.

Narrow Flood, Flood & Linear Spread Lens
utilize smaller optic

Spot utilizes larger optic

0˚ - 35˚ TILT

A simple adjustment handle
is used to position and aim
the beam. Degree markers
offer a visual confirmation for
consistency throughout a space.

SQUARE TRIM ALIGNMENT

A built-in adjustment feature ensures trims are perfectly aligned.

Before alignment

After alignment
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ID+ 3.5" ADJUSTABLE ACCENT OPTIONS

Wall Wash
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*Visit focalpointlights.com/Title24 for details.
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